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extension of the H>r&	to the Pamirs (Ts'ung-/ittg)         the	YiSeh'-chih
south of the Hindukash.
The 'new route" of the north	not	our	long ; for It	far	Lxceof'&ew
the ground         which we are at	concerned, and we	to	it in	i^r^™*
on in Chap, XIX,	1	to	the	It is likely to
from the ancient jade Gate to TiarfSn.35    M, Chavannes has	It is	the
which in a	of the Former	Annals Is	as having	newly	in a.d. 2
from the	of Posterior Chu-shih,	to the	(Ku-ch*6ng-tzfi)
region,	Yii-men kuan.u
The	to us of the H\i	of "the	? lies in the	It
a	to the Lou-Ian Site,	with the
there, by Its	of * the ancient Lou-Ian",	It	of the	on the route'.
Journey by which the  site	by	the  "jade Gate"	the
westernmost	of the 4 Great Wall \    The	of the last of	the
or * Dragon Mounds f, which the Former Han Annals	to as the * White	V5 was
first determined by me^ in the course of my explorations of 1914,	I	the        of        old
Chinese route where it	the	Sea,	to the
north-west of the station L*A,le     The	I	for the
the WW /jVs account of the	mentions, the ' Wei! of the	\ the *	of the
Three Ridges *	the	granary, and the	of	will	be
below In connexion         the journey	me la February-^March,	to the
of the Tun-huang Limes,17
After what has	by the	of the	the	'
Chinese and	it	not	to	by the "ancient	rf
Lou-Ian y of the Ww Ko is meant the Lou-Ian Site,    As it	at the	the
ffW /& was composed, we may	the	*	"	to the	la
to distinguish the locality from the	of the	as
Lou-Ian and possibly meant by the name as we	it	la the	Ikt of
territories on the southern route,18    It	to acid
from * ancient Lou-Ian * along the bed of the	on a
to Kucha, as mentioned In the         #?'j	to	via	or to
follow the course of the Tarim upwards.
There 5s only one Chinese text accessible to me of a	the         & In	an
Independent reference to the Chinese	at the Lou-Ian Site can at	be
traced*    It Is the commentary ob the	by LI Tao-yiian	his
death ie a.ix 527, but embodying Information of	of
interest for the ancient geography of the Lop territory	on the
of M. Chavannes* translation.1*    la the	of the commentary	we
traced the course of the "River of the South \ le. the Tarim	to
Khotan,	of the Chardbati River	it,	to its	into the * Lake of
Lao-Ian'*     Then  the  commentary,  in   a	left	by  M.  Cfeavannes,
11 For a	of sk *new route* of die	" Sceibove,pp.34K sq.;
c£	xo, *ec. vi.	w Sec	nv.iec.ii; ako	raL sec i
14 Sec Ctnvannes in	1905, p» 533,	i ;	* €£	p. 328.
*bo	/.	/«!., xl p. 109.	"s ^«	K>* 3»4 *»;	1905,
11 For this	of the	340 aq,.         pp» S^ «N*
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